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FLAT EARTH/ROUND EARTH – Part Three 

I am requesting prayer. I am a TI and three weeks ago my dog was poisoned with 
anti freeze. He is dying and I was putting him under when a slim ray of Hope came 
through. He is very ill please intercede for my dog Dozer. Thank you  Thank you. I 
had an appointment to put him down today. I prayed because he has not moved 
or drank or ate in five days. He is very ill. Just then, at that moment he got up! He 
drank and he ate! He is very, very ill and kidney damage is very difficult. This is a 
great dog and I just lost my husband, well three years ago but feels like yesterday. 
Thanks again!  Oh Bernadette I am heart sickened to hear something like this. God 
gave us animals to enjoy and our pets become family. My heart goes out to you. I 
will also be praying for your Dozer  Thank you Jackie. Ever time I went to end his 
pain I saw blood on me. I feel this was the Lord saying there was still hope. My 
dog was an exceptional dog. I am in prayer he will gain the zeal he had each day 
back. I give him round the clock care making organic broths and injecting them in 
him.  Dozer is much better! This is nothing short of a miracle. After not eating or 
drinking nor moving for five days I went out and dug his grave. I prayed before 
putting him down that if this was wrong the dog needed to get up and walk. 
When I finished praying and saw the dog he was standing! I mean the nick of 
time! Today he is eating, drinking and much better. Thank you so much! 

Taylor & your wife – hello I’m so happy you have come back to the Lord!!!  Diane 

Daughter of God, & Sakara  

Just to be clear about why I brought out Darwin last week in regards to this 

message, it is so that you can know your enemy.  Nicholson1968 says that.  They 

have taught us our whole lives the earth was a globe, right from school on to all 

the pictures and logos and all that we see.  So when we find out they’ve been 

lying about so much, we automatically assume they lied about the globe too.  

They love this type of psychological warfare and they have strategically put false 

information out to draw people in to believing the earth is flat as well, it serves 

their purposes. 

Three Sundays ago, 7-10-2016 we were blessed to have an out of town visitor 

come to the church.  He drove in from Las Vegas to Texas, about 700 miles 

because he said God led him to.  He is like the rest of us, he wants to know the 
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truth.  He was at 911 when they blew it up and I said BLEW IT UP.  He along with 

the others around him were walking away from the towers when they felt the 

explosions from the bombs that had been planted.  After that, he determined to 

seek the truth of this world because he knew we’d been being used and lied to.  

He’s been very passionate about flat earth.  We talked and shared with each 

other our view points on this subject.  I prayed to the Lord, about the reason why 

He would have this man drive that far only to disagree on this subject.  It really 

bothered me.  It seemed like what was the point of that?  That night I opened an 

e-mail from an online church follower and in the e-mail the person wanted me to 

watch a testimony of the tribulation.  Something about the e-mail grabbed my 

attention so I stayed up late to watch it.  Within the first 8 minutes God spoke to 

me.  Here is what I saw and I knew instantly it was God, the way He talks to me so 

much. 

**Please play from 8:25 to 9:23  -  Ken sees the earth as a globe** 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gx8VHOmhmQI&index=15&list=PLnZ974mrg

_PHvciP2sKSnFBRT6j4bNebh 

 

**Please play from 46:42 to 48:23  - Ken sees the earth wobble like a drunkard** 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gx8VHOmhmQI&index=15&list=PLnZ974mrg

_PHvciP2sKSnFBRT6j4bNebh 

Isaiah 24:20 - The earth shall reel to and fro like a drunkard, and shall be removed 

like a cottage; and the transgression thereof shall be heavy upon it; and it shall 

fall, and not rise again. 

 

**Please play from 16:15 to  25:15  -  earth wobbles like a drunkard – Prophecy in 

the News** 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EV8jE_LxXg8 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gx8VHOmhmQI&index=15&list=PLnZ974mrg_PHvciP2sKSnFBRT6j4bNebh
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gx8VHOmhmQI&index=15&list=PLnZ974mrg_PHvciP2sKSnFBRT6j4bNebh
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gx8VHOmhmQI&index=15&list=PLnZ974mrg_PHvciP2sKSnFBRT6j4bNebh
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gx8VHOmhmQI&index=15&list=PLnZ974mrg_PHvciP2sKSnFBRT6j4bNebh
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EV8jE_LxXg8
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I feel that the Lord wanted me to know it’s the right time to come forward with 

this message.  There are so many caught in this deception and spending so much 

time researching it and letting it pull them away from Him.  Many times if we will 

just draw nearer to the Lord He will draw nearer to us and He will tell us His truth 

if we just ask.  Let’s seek Him more.   

PLANETS 

Many flat earthers don’t believe we have planets.  When the fallen angels came, 

you will notice that they are named after our planets: Jupiter, Venus, etc.  That is 

because the people here on earth saw them come from the stars and believed 

they were gods come down from heaven.  They believe there is no outer space 

because everything is contained under a dome firmament and that we cannot 

pass through that firmament. The Bible does not have the word planets in it, but 

it does have the word star.  Sometimes star refers to an actual star and 

sometimes it refers to an angel.   

Rev. 9:1 –  And the fifth angel sounded, and I saw a star fall from heaven unto the 

earth: and to him was given the key of the bottomless pit. 

Greek – 792 – aster – a star. (probably from stronnumi – a star – literally or 

figuratively) 

Acts 7:43 - Yea, ye took up the tabernacle of Moloch, and the star of your god 

Remphan, figures which ye made to worship them: and I will carry you away 

beyond Babylon. 

Greek 798 - 798 ástron – a single star, or a constellation of stars viewed as one 

entity. 

[798 (ástron) is used for the image of Saturn, the ancient, pagan star-god referred 

to in Ac 7:43.] 

Job 38:7 - When the morning stars sang together, and all the sons of God shouted 

for joy? 

H 3556 – kokawb  - stars  / Exhaustive Concordance - star, stargazer 

http://biblehub.com/greek/798.htm
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Probably from the same as Kabbown (in the sense of rolling) or kavah(in the sense 
of blazing); a star (as round or as shining); figuratively, a prince -- star((-gazer)). 

Matt.2:2 - Saying, Where is he that is born King of the Jews? for we have seen his 

star in the east, and are come to worship him.  

Greek 792 a star - Probably from the base of stronnumi; a star (as strown over the 
sky), literally or figuratively -- star. 

Isaiah 14:13 - For thou hast said in thine heart, I will ascend into heaven, I will 

exalt my throne above the stars of God: I will sit also upon the mount of the 

congregation, in the sides of the north:  

Strongs 3556 kokhav -  

Isaiah 14:12 –  How art thou fallen from heaven, O Lucifer, son of the 

morning! how art thou cut down to the ground, which didst weaken the nations!  

 

lucifer is the fallen angel and the son of the morning (not the Bright and Morning 

Star in fact he is not called a star by God.)  

In the Hebrew text the word kokab (for star) does not appear in this verse at all.  

God uses the word star (kokab) in verse 13 but never used it in verse 12.   

Peter and Revelation talk about Jesus Christ Who is the Bright and Morning Star 

Rev. 22:16 – Bright and Morning Star G – 792 

Thanks to “Crazy in Love with Jesus & Life” for bringing this YT channel to my 

attention:  

 

http://biblehub.com/hebrew/3522.htm
http://biblehub.com/hebrew/3554.htm
http://biblehub.com/greek/4766.htm
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He is tracking Nemesis (planet x, nibiru etc).  Fake anomalies in the sky and all 

sorts of things.   

**Please play from 0 to 3:36 – Chris Potter talks about NASA’s fake star and 

Nemesis – ISS picture confirms what we see from earth** 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zAJuhEV6bdQ 

 

Remember last week Phil Schneider talked about trips to the moon and the space 

station, and had mentioned our solar system earlier in regards to Nemesis 

destroying other planets on its way in.  Then we had William Cooper talking about 

Mars.  Let’s listen to two more sources on other planets. 

**Please play from 13:57 to 14:19  --Mary Kay Baxter  other galaxies and other 

worlds** 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0O4ygV2b1Dw 

**Please play from 11:01 to 19:05 – Mrs. Angelia space crafts, military base on 

the moon, other planets** 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4xHjb1gvveU 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zAJuhEV6bdQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0O4ygV2b1Dw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4xHjb1gvveU
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To me this is not indicating a flat earth, it is like a view from above the earth 

looking down.   

Thank you to Scott Broussard on FB for sharing this next video.   

**Please play from 38:19 to 39:52 – Jesse Koslowski does research on the logo** 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=U2xneYENfdg&index=14&list=PLnZ974mrg_

PF73RFwiAYkUyz5QLeSdiGP 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=U2xneYENfdg&index=14&list=PLnZ974mrg_PF73RFwiAYkUyz5QLeSdiGP
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=U2xneYENfdg&index=14&list=PLnZ974mrg_PF73RFwiAYkUyz5QLeSdiGP
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Uh oh, if the illuminate cards are telling us of a flat earth because they have the 

flat earth card, then what are they saying with this card? 

Stephen Hawking, the famous theoretical physicist is warning that the particle 

(Higgs Boson particle discovered at Cern) could one day be responsible for the 

destruction of the known universe.  Hmmm   

 

**Please play from 0 to 2:55  AC Griffith - scaler disrupting the sun** 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yYgkQ8LBpAI 

**Please play from :06 to 2:02  - Tesla knew how to split the earth in two** 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=asBu832v0rc&index=12&list=PLnZ974mrg_P

EckPrFYewpE-QGmphTeHEP 

 

The people at HAARP have some part of their equipment that they have named 

“shiva” and looking at India’s particle beam weapon, they named it “kali”, and 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yYgkQ8LBpAI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=asBu832v0rc&index=12&list=PLnZ974mrg_PEckPrFYewpE-QGmphTeHEP
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=asBu832v0rc&index=12&list=PLnZ974mrg_PEckPrFYewpE-QGmphTeHEP
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let’s not forget “shiva” is also out front of Cern.  We have to wake up and see the 

god these people serve is not the God of the Bible.  

ADDRESSING SOME OF THE POINTS IN FAVOR OF FLAT EARTH 

ANTARCTICA  

There is supposed to be more land there than we have been told about as per 

Richard Byrd who explored this area during and after WWII.  He said there was an 

abundance of untapped resources like coal, oil and uranium there.  **Don’t forget 

they already knew about free energy because of Tesla.**  Shortly after this 

exploration, a treaty was made between all nations and no one owns Antarctica 

and it is supposedly illegal to go there, and heavily guarded.  That is no surprise 

when we look at the DUMBS, they are heavily guarded as well.  Look at Area 51 – 

same thing.  There is something there that the government wants to keep secret 

and it doesn’t have anything to do with the shape of the earth.   

Joy who is a survivor of SRA/MK Ultra/DID said she remembers being used in 

rituals in Antarctica and remembers while she was laying on the altar being used 

as a gateway for demons to come in she saw nephilim standing there talking to 

each other.  She has stated that the elite believe that there are frozen nephilim in 

tact in Antarctica.  Of course they would want to guard that.  Remember Hitler 

searching there and it is well documented that he was working with aliens.  I 

believe Steve Quayle brings out more information about what has been hidden 

beneath that ice in Antarctica.   

**Please play from 5:22 to  16:15  cities under water in tact, Darwinism is a 

joke** 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EV8jE_LxXg8 

WHY NO PICTURES OF THE EARTH 

Why didn’t we see 180 degree pan arounds of the earth?  Why no high def. 

pictures of the earth with all the cameras we have now.  Everything is CGI.  Not 

sure why anyone things everything is CGI.  I think whoever started that rumor is 

the same one who said all the planets are CGI and that they don’t exist either. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EV8jE_LxXg8
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The Apollo astronauts were using several types of cameras to record their lunar 
adventures, one being modified medium-format Hasselblad 500 EL cameras 
mounted to their spacesuits. These were film cameras and had to be set just right 
to get pictures to develop correctly—not unlike today’s digital cameras, but 
without the convenience of auto mode!  Daytime on the Moon is about two Earth 
weeks long. (A full solar “synodic” day there takes 29.5 Earth days.) All the Apollo 
surface EVAs took place on the side facing Earth during the lunar daytime. This 
means that the Sun was in the sky, illuminating the surface and everything the 
astronauts were doing… including taking pictures. So even though there was no 
atmosphere above them, the astronauts still had to expose their cameras to 
account for a very bright lunar landscape (and in some instances with a very 
harsh, big white star we call the Sun in the sky.) They were there to explore the 
Moon, not the stars, and so they didn’t waste any film taking astrophotos. 
Long story short, in order to capture stars in their photos they would have had to 
expose for them in camera, which would have resulted in a very blown-out, blurry 
lunar surface. (Plus they didn’t bring along tripods for long exposures.) Think 
about it—if you took pictures outside at night, and let your camera adjust for a 
well-lit object or scene, even if there was a sky full of stars above you at the 
time they wouldn’t be visible in your picture. It’s just how cameras work—they 
simply can’t adjust like your eyes do. 
 

2001: A SPACE ODYSSEY  

Many military groups were originally listed in the credits.  That is a red flag right 

there.  Also there is a discrepancy as to how this reporter interviewed Kubrick 2 

months after he had already died.  Murray claimed on the Shooting Kubrick web 

site that he was granted unprecedented access to interview the director in May 

1999, which would have been quite an impressive feat since Kubrick had passed 

away two months earlier:  

The interviewer calls the person Tom on accident, and the person on tape doesn’t 

look or sound like Kubrick. A spokesman for Kubrick's widow also proclaimed that 

"The interview is a lie, Stanley Kubrick has never been interviewed by T.Patrick 

Murray the whole story is made up, fraudulent and untrue." 

http://www.universetoday.com/20524/how-long-is-a-day-on-the-moon/
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The full interview has the interviewer accidentally call the person on tape Tom 

and then proceed to give him instruction on how to answer the questions.  That 

video has been taken off of snopes. 

**Please play from 3:14 to 4:29 – S G Collins says he’s been shooting in a studio 

for about 30 years and talks about why Apollo 11 was not faked** 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sGXTF6bs1IU 

 

FLIGHTS NOT TRACKED OVER WATER BY GPS 

Some of the research that I listened to made a big deal about flights dropping off 

of GPS tracking and how flights were routed all crazy and were basing all of this 

on saying that they are just trying to hide flat earth and keep us in the dark and 

that is why they do all of this. 

I talked to Scott and he just looked at me and said, they track planes by radar.  

Wow.  I looked this up and he was right.  When the plane gets so far out over the 

water then they move to HF radar to track them.  Satellite tracking over water 

more than 250 miles out is still too expensive and they are working on options to 

get that type of tracking in place. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sGXTF6bs1IU
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Once a flight is 250 miles from land they begin tracking by HF radio.  Still today 

they say that to track by GPS is too expensive but they are working on it. 

Others say that wars will end because the earth is flat, because then people 

would know that they have a Creator to answer to.  That’s not what the Bible 

says: 

Matt.24:5-8 - For many will come in My name, saying, I am the Messiah,' and they 

will deceive many. (right now people are saying they are Christians and that they 

are hearing from the Lord and are teaching all kinds of lies)  And ye shall hear of 

wars and rumours of wars: see that ye be not troubled: for all these things must 

come to pass, but the end is not yet.  For nation shall rise against nation, and 

kingdom against kingdom: and there shall be famines, and pestilences, and 

earthquakes, in divers places.  All these are the beginning of sorrows. 
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The biggest thing I have heard for the case of flat earth is that they lied to hide 

God from us.  They are hiding the flat earth from us.  The belief is that if the earth 

is a sphere and is spinning we are insignificant in this big old universe.  They say 

that it goes along with the “Big Bang” theory.  And so people believe we were just 

created from an accident.  But if the earth were actually flat and not moving with 

a dome over it then all of a sudden we have a Creator.  I have heard that people 

are now starting to believe in God because they are believing the earth is flat.  

They are beginning to acknowledge that we have a Creator.  So the belief is that if 

the earth is proven to be flat, then the obstacle of not believing in God is 

removed. 

Really???  I believe just the opposite.  How marvelous that we are suspended, 

only being held in place by the power of Jesus’ Word.  I don’t know at what speed 

we are spinning or if they have lied about the speed or not, but how much more 

amazing that we are suspended and spinning and yet kept perfectly on the earth.  

That is an awesome Creator!!!  And out of all of His wonderful and magnificent 

creation, He is concerned about earth and loves us!!! 

Luke 16: 31 -  (Jesus speaking) And he said unto him, If they hear not Moses and 

the prophets, neither will they be persuaded, though one rose from the dead. 

(Mandele Effect – this scripture should read like this:  even if One rises from the 

dead)  

This theory that they will all of a sudden believe if we prove that the earth is flat is 

just like an atheist.  They sit there all the time demanding for proof of God.  They 

want to know He exist but they don’t want to take the steps to get to know Him 

personally.  They just want you to prove that God exists for them.  Well don’t we 

all want that? 

Hebrews 11:6 - But without faith it is impossible to please Him: for he that 

cometh to God must believe that He is, and that He is a rewarder of them that 

diligently seek Him. 
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CLOSING 

Gal. 1:10 - For do I now persuade men, or God? or do I seek to please men? for if I 

yet pleased men, I should not be the servant of Christ. 

I am not here teaching and preaching and exposing all that this ministry has 

exposed to please man.  I do what I do because God has called me to do it.  Many 

of you that have believed a lie are walking in the deception of satan.  You have 

been listening to a deceiving spirit.  You have been fooled and you think it is Holy 

Spirit.  I want to tell you something, it is no shame to have believed a lie, but it is a 

shame and a sin to continue in the lie. 

As Pastor Bobby used to say, it’s not bad to get down, but it’s bad to stay down. 

Prov. 27:5 - Open rebuke is better than secret love. 

Heb. 12:6 - For whom the Lord loveth He chasteneth, and scourgeth every son 

whom He receiveth. 

Acts 20:28 – 30 – Read this out 

Verse 30 – men speaking perverse things to draw away disciples after them… 

People are teaching falsely on facebook, on youtube, in big ministry – this is the 

time more than ever when many false prophets have 1 John 4:1 – many false 

prophets have gone out… 

You will be held accountable for your false teaching and false doctrine and how 

that affected others. 

John 10:1-10 -  Read this out  

Some have said, well this isn’t a salvation issue.  No, it isn’t.  But it is an issue of 

hearing His voice and knowing Him intimately. 

You have to fall on your face before God and seek Him and desire Him and really 

come to know Him.  You that have believed this flat earth lie and say you have 

been hearing from Holy Spirit, you are not hearing His voice, not on this issue you 
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aren’t.  I cannot even say that it is due to lack of spiritual growth when you go 

around saying God told you this or that.  If you said you weren’t sure and you 

were praying about something, that is one thing.  But to boldly say the earth is flat 

and God told you so – I will call you right out on that and let you know that you 

are deceived and hearing from a deceiving spirit and that spirit will bring others in 

with it.  God is all truth and He doesn’t desire to hold anything back from you 

when you truly ask and seek Him.  There are some things that we won’t 

understand until we get to heaven, but God does not want His children agreeing 

to disagree on everything.  I see this a lot and I even say it to people just so that 

we don’t argue.  How would the early church have walked in power if they went 

around saying, well you believe what you want and I’ll believe what I want and it’s 

all good.  That is not one mind and one accord as when the power of Holy Spirit 

was poured out on Pentecost.  No wonder we have powerless walks, we can’t 

even agree on scripture. 

PRAYER 

Dear Heavenly Father, thank You for Jesus Christ, Christos – the Anointed One,  
Thank You Lord Jesus for giving Your life for us.  You are the Lamb slain from 
the foundation of the world.  Father, You are Sovereign and You alone are God.  
Please give those that are seeking You Godly discernment.  Lord help them to 
know Your voice.  Father, we are in a time when most cannot even recognize 
sound doctrine, so how are we going to know the truth when we hear it if we 
don’t get down on our knees and on our faces and seek You and pray for Godly 
discernment.  Lord I ask that Your children will come together in unity and love 
and walk in obedience to You.  I ask Father that there be unity in our 
relationships, communications, and all that we do, let it be done as unto You, 
Lord.  Lord of the Armies of Heaven release Your mighty arsenal of creative 
weapons and warring angels to battle on Your children’s behalf to demolish all 
lines of division and separation created by the enemy to try and take Your 
church down.  Help us Lord Jesus to come against satan and his kingdom in the 
power and authority You have given us.  Lord Jesus, I ask that You pour out a 
strong desire for Your children to desire time with You and to seek Your face 
and to read Your Word, to pray, to speak of You everywhere we go.  Lord give 
us a burning desire to hear Your voice.  I ask that this generation be freed from 
hearing the voices that draw and pull away from You, those deceiving voices.  
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Lord, by Your Holy Spirit power, convict us strongly when we listen to a 
deceiving voice. Unplug us from anything that is not of You Heavenly Father.  
Dear Lord I pray that we will not be led astray by the lies of the enemy and 
lured into his traps.   

 

Salvation – Ana Maria, David’s mom, Molly & Vanessa 

Healing – Carol (small mass), Phyllis – cancer, Ed – pacemaker, Judy – leukemia, 

Howard – healing from bike accident, Becky – lupus, Cyndie – MS, Bo – cancer, 

Kristian – cancer up and down spine, Vince – depression 
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Mary Kay Baxter – heaven and hell 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=leIO_kCJAdg 

Mary Kay Baxter – 2014 (other galaxies) heaven /hell 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0O4ygV2b1Dw 

AC Griffith – scaler disrupting the sun 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yYgkQ8LBpAI 

Kids looking at satellites with binoculars 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XItEiiO4k8w 

Dome over us project 2013 

http://robinson-solutions.blogspot.com/2013_07_01_archive.html 

Ken Peters – sees the Tribulation – earth is round/globe 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gx8VHOmhmQI&index=15&list=PLnZ974mrg

_PHvciP2sKSnFBRT6j4bNebh 

Airplane tracking information / radar and satellite 

https://www.technologyreview.com/s/533871/could-passenger-planes-be-

tracked-more-closely/ 

Yes we have been to the moon – UFOS Above and Beyond 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=P3RaBURNkts 

Apollo 11 moon landing – aliens were already there in 1969 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Buisky_WFfs 

Debunking the lies that we did not go to the moon 

https://lightsinthedark.com/2014/05/22/no-the-moon-landings-werent-faked-

and-heres-how-you-can-tell/ 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=leIO_kCJAdg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0O4ygV2b1Dw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yYgkQ8LBpAI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XItEiiO4k8w
http://robinson-solutions.blogspot.com/2013_07_01_archive.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gx8VHOmhmQI&index=15&list=PLnZ974mrg_PHvciP2sKSnFBRT6j4bNebh
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gx8VHOmhmQI&index=15&list=PLnZ974mrg_PHvciP2sKSnFBRT6j4bNebh
https://www.technologyreview.com/s/533871/could-passenger-planes-be-tracked-more-closely/
https://www.technologyreview.com/s/533871/could-passenger-planes-be-tracked-more-closely/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=P3RaBURNkts
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Buisky_WFfs
https://lightsinthedark.com/2014/05/22/no-the-moon-landings-werent-faked-and-heres-how-you-can-tell/
https://lightsinthedark.com/2014/05/22/no-the-moon-landings-werent-faked-and-heres-how-you-can-tell/
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Cosmospheres 

http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/sociopolitica/esp_sociopol_firesky_01.htm 

HAARP Documentary 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=asBu832v0rc&index=12&list=PLnZ974mrg_P

EckPrFYewpE-QGmphTeHEP 

Surveying shows us the earth is a globe 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=U2xneYENfdg&feature=youtu.be 

Chris Potter – NASA fake star, & Nemesis 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zAJuhEV6bdQ 

Stephen Hawking 

http://www.livescience.com/47737-stephen-hawking-higgs-boson-universe-

doomsday.html 

Stanly Kubrick debunked on snopes 

http://www.snopes.com/false-stanley-kubrick-faked-moon-landings/ 

 

 

http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/sociopolitica/esp_sociopol_firesky_01.htm
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